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COVID AND CORONA
SYNOPSIS

Episode 1: Silence
Covid and Corona are just learning about the confinement of humans and 
are seeking solutions to survive, as a sanitiser spray attacks them.

Episode 2: The plane
Covid decides to fly and conquer the world. Unfortunately, he’ll notice soon 
that the airports are closed down.

Episode 3: The Lockdown
Covid and Corona are complaining about the lockdown. Therefore, they’re 
looking for a way to get the humans out of their confinement. They decide to 
make some noise. They think they’re close to success as humans start to 
applaud from the top of their balconies. But a falling flowerpot put their 
mission to an end.

Episode 4: A Heartless Virus
Covid is worried. He feels feverish. Fortunately, a human is in sight. 
Unfortunately, the human happens to drive around with his car, running on 
small viruses.

Episode 5: The paramyxovirus
Covid and Corona are concerned about the presence of a mumps virus on 
their territory. Covid does not accept to share his pandemic. He ends up 
irritating the paramyxovirus which attacks them. Both Covid and Corona are 
now confined to bed.

Episode 6: The Gates of Heaven
Somewhere inside a human body, Corona questions Covid on the road 
travelled so far. Covid traces their journey in an attempt to locate their 
position on the human body. Covid thinks he's arrived through the nostrils, 
but Corona tells him bad news. They went through the wrong entrance…

Episode 7: Covid Wears a Mask
Covid is worried. He thinks he has caught a cold and is using his 
latest mask. Fortunately, Corona is there to reassure him ... 
until he sneezes. Unfortunately, there is no mask left.



COVID AND CORONA
SYNOPSIS

Episode 8: The Checkpoint
Covid and Corona have entered the bloodstream. They seek to reach the 
lungs when they come across an antibody test. To pass the checkpoint, Covid
improvises and pretends to be a tourist who comes back from a trip to Italy 
... It is a failure.

Episode 9: The Catapult
Covid showcases his brand new invention to increase their chances of 
reaching a human: a catapult. Unfortunately for Corona, the device is not 
quite accurate yet.

Episode 10: DIY
Covid refuses to go out without a mask. To reassure Covid, Corona tinkers 
him with a Mickey mask that he crafted by himself. But the coating hasn’t 
dried yet…

Episode 11: The Desert Crossing
Corona takes Covid through an abnormally empty blood network. No 
antibodies in sight. They are about to reach the lungs when they mistakenly 
come across a collection of antibodies, gathering to celebrate a success.

Episode 12: The Bad Dream
Covid tells Corona about her nightmare. He was being devoured by a white 
blood cell.

Episode 13: The Speech
Covid decides to record a unifying speech for television, addressed to the 
humans. The message is clear: for the pandemic to win, everyone must stop 
washing their hands!

Episode 14: The First Time
Corona takes Covid to the lung cells and invites him to duplicate. Covid tells 
him that he has never entered cells before, and that he needs advice. 
Paralyzed by the situation, Covid ends up giving up duplication.


